
 

 

 
 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHANGES DURING MY ACTIVE 

CAREER FROM 1937 TO 1985 

 
 WAS JUST a little boy when my father brought home some specimen books of 
type faces and typographical ornaments.  They fascinated me greatly and it could 
be then that my feeling for the industry was born.  My father was employed at the 

Victoria House Printing company at the time. 
 
    One day we went to the printing works in London and while he attended to some 
business he left me with a few of his Compositor pals and they took me round the 
Composing Room.  I was absolutely fascinated by it all.  The clattering of the 
Linotype machines, the peculiar aroma, old-fashioned, hand-operated presses, tins of 
thick black ink, made-up pages of type which read “the wrong way round” and men of 
all ages clad in white calico aprons with a big pocket in the front.  One or two would 
take a large pinch of snuff and sneeze loudly.  Their small snuff boxes were attractive 
with mother-of-pearl decoration.They would exchange pinches as a matter of courtesy. 
The sun was shining through the windows and I was captivated by the scene. 
 
    The printing industry was renowned for being a closed shop and I understand my 
father made repeated attempts to get his brother to allow me to have an apprenticeship.  
But Uncle Bill was not in favour.  He maintained that it made life extremely difficult 
for both management and apprentice if they worked in the same office.  This had been 
the case in many print shops. 
 
    Eventually William relented and put my name forward for apprenticeship when I 
left school some years later.  As it happened, by the time I was ready to start work at 
the age of 14 both my father and uncle had died so I did not experience the 
discrimination my uncle feared.  On the contrary, I was made very welcome. 
 
Having been interviewed by Viscount Southwood in his office in the Odhams 
building in Long Acre I received my indentures and started work at the Avenue Press 
in Drury Lane.  They showed that the emphasis was on learning rather than earning.  
For instance the weekly wage for each year was as follows: 
 
    Year 1:   8 shillings per week (40p).            Year 4: 12 shillings per week (45p). 

    Year 2:   9 shillings per week (55p).            Year 5: 14 shillings per week (60p). 

    Year 3: 11 shillings per week\ (70p).           Year 6:: 15 shillnigs per week |(75p). 

                                         Year 7:  17 shillings per week \(85p). 

I 

COMMUNICATION 

VIA THE PRINTED WORD 



I started work in the Reading Room and read rough copy to a Reader who would 
correct the proof of an article set in type. I found it very interesting because we 
produced many periodicals and magazines and I gained a smattering of knowledge in 
various topics. I particularly liked the Beekeeper’s Journal edited by a lovely old 
gentleman by the name of Herod Hempsall.  He invariably wore a Panama hat and 
dressed immaculately. After reading the copy aloud which referred to honeycombe 
and the varying taste of honey depending upon where the bees had worked I had the 
urge to keep bees. 
 
Another publication fired my imagination: Farm, Field & Fireside. This covered all 
farming activity and carried interesting articles on pig breeding, egg production and 
various strains of poultry.  I felt sure I was cut lout for this rural life.  The Baker’s 
Record, which covered all aspects of the baking trade, was another attraction. 
Draper’s Record and Men’s Wear had articles dealing with clothes and styles.  The 
Cabinet Maker described tricks of the trade regarding carpentry.  I loved working on 
Ideal Home with aspects of gracious living, beautiful houses and gardens. The 
finished publication was printed on art paper and it looked superb. 
 
Eventually I left the Reading Room and went into the Composing Room to learn the 
trade of a Compositor. I wore a white apron and was surrounded by snuff-taking 
Compositors, cases full of type characters and thick black ink. The Composing Room 
was allocated a section for each production and the Compositor in charge was known 
as The Clicker.  He received extra payment and assembled the job ready for printing. 
 
Apprentices were moved around to work on various sections and everything was done 
physically.  Some publications had their own setting style. Advertisements were hand 
set using type cases and a composing stick and first proofs obtained by using a so-
called Random Press complete with ink slab and a roller. The working bench was 
called a stone.  It was solid steel measuring about ten feet by six. 
 
Poultry Farmer, Shoe & Leather Record, The Grocer, Steam Engineer,  Racing & 

Football Outlook, Melody Maker, Rhythm, News Review, The Builder, Horse\& 

Hound and The Performer, were also produced in metal and now known as formes, 
when leaving the Composing Room locked up in metal frames, known as chases, on 
their way to the Machine Room or the Foundry depending on the printing method. 
 
There was also a tricky procedure where the pages had to be laid out on the stone in a 
certain sequence that would ensure that when the job was printed and folded all pages 
were in numerical order. This was known as an Imposition and the following shows 
the lay-down of four pages. 
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HOT METAL TYPE SETTING 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
                                MY ANCIENT MODEL 4 LINOTYPE MACHINE                                                             MORE MODERN MODEL TYPE 48 

 
 
 
 
 



 
   In 1939 came the Second World War and our work force was either called up or 
volunteered for one of the Services.  Life changed considerably and London was 
subjected to what became known as The Blitz.  We suffered intense bombing which 
meant that travelling to and from work was quite an adventure.  During the nightly 
black-out life was very difficult. 
 
    The Stationery Office, which was the Government’s printing premises, was 
destroyed and our building was commandeered.  So we had to leave Drury Lane and 
move to Odhams Press in Long Acre. This meant a more modern Composing Room 
with electric saws and new type-casting machines. 
 
    As time went on my workmates were disappearing into the Forces.  It was obvious 
that I was going to become involved eventually so I decided to volunteer—the idea 
being that one would have a choice.  I fancied joining the Royal Navy and in 1942, 
having previously passed my medical examination at the Drill Hall in Romford, I was 
sent to HMS Collingwood, a shore establishment in Fareham, Hampshire, to begin 
training as a Visual Signalman. 
 
    I returned to Odhams Press in 1946 and resumed my interrupted apprenticeship. 
Because of the interruption my apprenticeship period was due for completion in 1947 
and my weekly wage became £4.16s. (£4.89p). I attended the London School of 
Printing, which was then situated in Stamford Street, near Waterloo Bridge, and I also 
attended the Camberwell School of Arts and Crafts.  
 
    I finished my apprenticeship and worked as a Compositor for a while before 
becoming a Linotype operator.  It is generally believed that the inventor of this 
machine eventually went mad.  It could well be true.  This mechanical type-setting 
contraption had 90 keys on a keyboard and in conjunction with eccentric cams, push-
rods and a pot containing molten metal at around 600 deg. F. it was possible to knock 
out six lines of type a minute.  With a battery of 40 of these machines it is possible to 
set a considerable amount of type in a short time.  This led to my having a job on the 
People, a Sunday newspaper. 
 
    There was a tremendous kindred spirit among the apprentices after the war and we 
formed a football team, calling ourselves ODCO, which was an abbreviation of 
Odhams Composing and Reading Departments. 
 
    We played our home fixtures on Hackney Marshes.  The match fee paid to the 
council was ten shillings (50p) and you erected and dismantled the goal posts. There 
was no net.  When the equipment was returned to the stores the washing facilities 
were available—a line of cold water taps above a long trough.  You had to be keen! 
  
    I played in some of the early matches and later became general factotum, dishing 
out the lemons at half time and attending to cuts and bruises.  I became Fixture 
Secretary for a while and eventually became Vice Chairman of the Printing and 
Kindred Trades Football League.  
 
    I will never forget our superb season when we drew two games and won all the 
others and then went on to win the Printers Charity Cup Final, which was played on 
the West Ham United ground at Upton Park, beating the Co-op Printing Company by 
the solitary goal.  We had quite a celebration in the Boleyn Arms afterwards. 
 



 

 



    Some years later Odhams Press was sold to the Mirror Group and we moved to new 
premises at Holborn Circus, where I worked on all their productions: Daily Mirror, 
Sunday Mirror, Sporting Life, People and Reveille. 
 
    One of my workmates, Pat Noble, was an accomplished artist.  He painted a scene 
showing the Composing Room at Odhams Press while the People was in production.  
It had great detail and it was easy to identify the lads at work.  The picture was framed 
and hung in the Composing Room at Odhams.  He had several miniature prints made 
and I have one displayed on our lounge wall at home. 
 
    During my wprking life I entered into the Trade Union scene.  It could be described 
as a stimulating, masochistic pastime.  Some you lose, some you win and, unlike 
some politicians, you had to be straight and loyal to those who had elected you to 
office. 
 
    I held various Chapel positions and for a while was Father of the Chapel for the 
Sunday People Composing Department.  Finally I became Chairman of the Mirror 
NGA Graphics Chapel.  It was a tremendous experience and my “Bible” was “The 
ABC of Chairmanship,” by Lord Citrine.  It is a wonderful handbook and no chairman 
should be without it. 
 
    The company structure at Holborn was much larger then anything I had previously 
encountered.  Many of the management posts seemed to be duplicated and in some 
instances triplicated.  Industrial relations had not been good.  And so the Mirror 
management made great efforts to create an atmosphere of mutual respect in the hope 
that future negotiations on wages and working practices could be discussed in a 
rational manner. 
 
    Not surprisingly this approach was initially met with hostile suspicion but 
eventually a sensible dialogue came about.  The company ran a series of seminars 
entitled “Human Relations In Industry.”  Some cynics felt that it meant that your 
uncle and auntie owned the business.  The seminars took the form of a week’s 
residential course in Windsor Castle. 
 
        Again, cynics said that any trade union representative who attended was 
probably “going over to the other side.”  However, along with some hard men, I 
attended the first course and it was quite unique.  It was definitely a case of meeting 
on neutral ground and away from the Fleet Street jungle.   
 
     I found it a great experience to spend a week in such surroundings.  The awareness 
of history.  The peace and tranquility.  Our discussions took place in the library and 
there was plain speaking all round.  I think it was an eye-opener for both sides and 
everyone came away with a more amenable attitude.  However, “back in the real 
world,” as they say, people attending these meetings were still viewed with a tinge of 
suspicion.  I don’t consider it to have been a waste of time. 
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A journalist produced a “fun” calendar from one June until June the next year. 
Each month was headed by a cartoon relating to Hot Metal production. 



    During our stay we struck up a good relationship with the Dean of Windsor and he 
granted our request to be allowed to attend Evensong in St. George’s Chapel.  We sat 
in the stalls of the Garter Knights and the Dean led in the choir, each carrying a 
lighted candle.  It was very impressive.  You will see the photograph of Managers and 
Union representatives standing on the steps outside St. George’s Chapel. I am fourth 
on the left in the front row. 
 
    Some years later came the birth of computerised printing and the company were 
determined to be in the forefront.  Because it was so revolutionary no one knew at the 
time the best system to buy.  Initially we had what was called the Linotype Paul 
System.  In fact, new printing technology was expanding so rapidly that, whatever 
system was chosen, it would probably be greatly improved within a year. 
 
    Several systems were successfully operating abroad so representatives from Chapel 
and Management were sent to Brussels and Amsterdam to see them in action.  We 
were impressed with the efficiency of the of the new production methods, despite one 
or two shortcomings.  And it was painfully obvious to us that installations of this kind 
would mean the end of the traditional Composing Room. 
 
    The company finally decided to purchase an American computer system known as 
ATEX and we were sent to Boston, USA, to see how it worked. 
 
    Quite frankly, as Chapel representatives, we were facing a dilemma.  It was a plain 
fact that when ATEX was installed in the Mirror building, and provided it worked 
efficiently, there would be no need to retain the present number of employees.  The 
conventional method of newspaper production had now simply disappeared and a 
massive retraining programme would be required. 
 
    Of course, we should not stand in the way of progress and it is true that many 
industries have been revolutionised by what has become known as New Technology. 
     
    So far as the printing world is concerned, and without getting too technical, 
Composing Room operations which in the past required undoubted skill and took time 
to complete were now achieved simply by pressing the appropriate key and watching 
incredibly speedy functions on a Visual Display Unit. 
 
    We decided that our main objective would be to ensure that the Chapel strength 
would be reduced in a sensible manner and to avoid the possibility of wholesale 
redundancies.  There was understanding on both sides and the Chapel did its best to 
operate the system efficiently whilst liaising with both Union and Management on the 
subject of staff reductions. 
 
     As time passed circumstances began to change.  After a period of rumour and 
uncertainty the Mirror Group was taken over by Robert Maxwell.  And that was the 
beginning of the end of the printing industry as I had known it over the years.    
 
    The man wielded so much power and so terrified his close associates in all walks of 
life that they obeyed his every command.  Trying to negotiate with him on behalf of  
the Chapel was like talking to someone from another  planet.  Industrial relations 
became a dirty word.  
 
 

 





 





The whole concept of the printing industry had been changed at a stroke.  Naturally it 
followed that Mr. Maxwell’s draconian ideas regarding redundancy and staffing levels 
were soon to be implemented.  One method was to change the name of the company 
and make one technically unemployed.  He then engaged people to work in the new 
company thereby shedding those he didn’t want.  So when you consider that all this 
took place against a background of the new anti Trade Union laws it was not long 
before the industry of old was unrecognisable. 
 
    I freely admit to being biased in my attitude on this subject but at least I had 
experienced the human relationships and skill, which, for me, was what the printing 
industry was all about.  And when I hear the rubbish spouted by ignorant people who 
know absolutely nothing about the industry of old and even less about the mechanics 
of industrial relations it saddens me. 
 
    They gloat and rejoice at the scenes of indiscriminate baton charges by mounted 
police and applaud the puerile mouthings from plastic-faced politicians who certainly 
do not want to know about misdemeanours in the city and on the Stock Exchange.  In 
fact I despise the majority of politicians, as did my father before me. 
 
    The final ten years of my printing life saw me as Chairman of the Mirror Group 
Newspapers NGA Graphics Chapel and it was an experience I will never forget.  The 
Chapel strength was about 400 and most of them were familiar with the rules of 
debate.  I had a wonderful relationship with them all. I was not sorry to leave the 
Maxwell-style printing office and will always have fond memories of my workmates. 
 
    With the decimation of the Chapel as we knew it and the vandalism taking place in 
all directions, I was given custody of what could be described as the Chapel archives. 
They consist of Minute Books and Chapel Accounts, some dating back 100 years.  
Also the beautiful gavel and block I used when chairing our meetings.  It is unique, 
being made of oak with a hall-marked silver band bearing an inscription showing that 
it was donated to the Sporting Life Companionship by Louis W. Kennerley on 
February 17th, 1900. 

 
    I have experienced many changes and would have liked to 
donate items of interest into the archives of Mirror Group as a 
record of its history. I understand that this is not possible but my 
friend Carolyn Clusky, editor of the Mirror Pensioners’ Magazine, 
suggested that if I produced a PDF containing my thoughts with 
pictures and drawings the AMP would love to have it.  My thanks 
to Carolyn and here it is. The task has given me much pleasure 
and I hope that you have found it interesting. 

 
 

                     Jimmy Baynes 
 
                                                                                      May  2019 
 
 

 



 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 


